
Fishing     15.8.19 
Duty Six: Red 

 

Approx 

Time 

Activity Description Equipment Required 

5:00 Inspection: Paws and Claws 

Grand Howl 

 

5:10 *Evolution 
Swim around and “rock, paper, scissors” with others who are in 

the same level as you. 

Start as baby shark, then mummy shark, daddy shark, grandma 

shark and finally grandpa shark.  

Nil – use hand signals to 

show which level you are 

5:25 *Fish Joke Relay 
Cubs run around the room to collect the answers to the start of 

their fish jokes 

Laminated cut up fish 

jokes 

5:30 Bubble Art 
Each Cub writes their name on a piece of paper. Use straws to 

blow into the liquid to create lots of bubbles. Gently place paper 

over the bubbles and press down to create a bubble pattern. 

White paper, shallow 

plastic tubs, dishwashing 

liquid, blue and green 

food dye, water. 

5:40 Rainbow Fish Story 

Sit and read through the Rainbow Fish book. 
Rainbow Fish story 

5:50 Rainbow Fish 
Cub creates their own rainbow fish characters to add to their 

bubble pattern sea background.  

Create origami fish 

 

6:15 *Fishing Relay 

Cubs use the magnet to ‘catch a fish’ then answer a question from 

that numbered boomerang test: 1 – Health & First Aid, 2 – Safety, 

4 – Outdoor Scouting, 5 – Cub Scout Traditions 

Cut out fish, magnet 

fishing line 

6:25 Closing Ceremony 
Badge Presentations 

 

 

 

* Can be played outside 

 

Other ideas 

Dead Fish 

 

 

 

 



 

Where do fish keep their 

money? 

In a river bank! 

What is the strongest creature 

in the sea? 

A mussel! 

What did Cinderella wear in 

the ocean? 

Glass flippers! 

How do you make an octopus 

laugh? 

Give it ten-tickles! 

What do sea monsters eat? 

 

Fish and ships! 

What birthday party game do 

fish like to play? 

Salmon Says! 

Why are fish so clever? Because they live in schools! 



Why don’t fish play tennis? They are afraid of the net! 

What is the smelliest 

underwater creature? 

A stink ray 

Which giant monster fish 

destroyed Japan? 

Codzilla 

Why did the fish swim to 

Hollywood? 

To become a star fish! 

What do you call a fish with 

no eyes? 

A fsh! 

 


